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Abstract. During an impulsive orbital maneuver, thrust vector misalignment from the
Center of Mass (CM) generates a large exogenous disturbance torque that results in attitude
deviation. This paper aims to eliminate the need for application of Reaction Control
System (RCS) for spacecraft attitude control. In order to reject large disturbance very
fast, a new control system is proposed. In this method, the large disturbance torque is
rejected quickly without using RCS. The control system is based on one Degree of Freedom
(1DoF) gimbaled-thruster, spin-stabilization, and two Control Moment Gyros (CMG). The
nonlinear two-body dynamics of the mentioned spacecraft is formulated. Given that RCS is
not used, this method is an e�cient and implementable one for attitude control of a small
spacecraft. Numerical simulation shows that thrust vector deviation converges to zero
despite disturbance torques. Through this method, the disturbance is rejected very fast,
hence an accurate orbital velocity change can be obtained. This method can eliminate the
initial attitude deviation easily and overcome disturbance rejection. The results exhibited
the good performance and superiority of the proposed method compared to some other
thrusting maneuver methods.
© 2022 Sharif University of Technology. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The important role of spacecraft attitude control in
the impulsive orbital maneuver has been discussed in a
number of studies [1,2]. Thrust vector o�set from the
Center of Mass (CM) is always observed during an or-
bital maneuver [2]. This misalignment produces a large
disturbance torque that results in thrust vector devia-
tion from the desired inertial direction [3]. A spacecraft
needs a powerful attitude control system to reject the
mentioned large exogenous disturbance quickly.
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In order to compensate for the disturbance from
the orbital engine, an identi�cation algorithm was
proposed in [2] to estimate the position of CM and
a hybrid controller based on momentum actuators
(like Control Moment Gyros (CMG)) and thrusters
was proposed for attitude control and rejection of the
disturbance. Several types of researches have addressed
the non-impulsive orbital maneuver; see [4,5]. During a
non-impulsive orbital maneuver, the disturbance level
is quite low, hence no need for a large attitude control
torque. In addition to the attitude control methods
presented in [6], another method was introduced in [7]
that functioned based on a one Degree of Freedom
(1DoF) gimbaled-thruster, spin-stabilization, and two
Reaction Wheels (RW).

A simple and reliable attitude control scheme is
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spin stabilization [8]. The spin stabilization (without
Reaction Control System (RCS) and Thrust Vector
Control (TVC) used only in many space projects is
subject to some disadvantages and limitations. For a
spacecraft spinning around its axis of minimum mo-
ment of inertia, the attitude (thrust vector) is unstable
(occurring nutational or coning instability). Thus, an
RCS (with fuel consumption) is needed for nutation
control [9]. If the spin axis (thrust vector direction)
deviates from the desired inertial direction, an active
control system (e.g., RCSs) should be employed to
stabilize the thrust direction [10]. Moreover, only
spin stabilization method fails to eliminate the initial
attitude deviation (before the �ring).

Given that the RCSs can provide a large control
torque, they perform attitude maneuvers and reject
exogenous disturbances [11]. However, in practice,
they have some drawbacks and requirements that make
them inappropriate for application in small spacecraft.
Their application to small spacecrafts is not recom-
mended because it includes many complex components
and fuel tanks. In the presence of fuel sloshing, attitude
control of a spacecraft is quite di�cult [12]. RCSs
exhibit nonlinear behavior and hence, need complex
control logic [13]. Although a combination of RCSs and
TVC is a large spacecraft (see [14,15]), RCSs alone are
not suitable in a small spacecraft mission; therefore,
small spacecraft need a new control system, especially
for rejecting large disturbance torques.

TVC method is a powerful technique for con-
trolling spacecraft and launchers [16] with no fuel
consumption. The control torque of a TVC can be
larger than the disturbance caused by the thrust vector
misalignment. In addition, it can be a support for
the attitude control system [17]. The thrust vector
misalignment can be eliminated using the TVC [18].
The applicability and other advantages of the TVC
method are addressed in [15,19]. In a small spacecraft,
a 1DoF TVC preferred to a 2DoF TVC due to struc-
tural requirements. While some studies such as [15]
employed a 2DoF TVC and eight RCSs (full actuated)
to eliminate thrust vector misalignment, the present
study used a 1DoF TVC for the same purpose. In
contrast to many types of research, the current study
investigated how to control an underactuated system.

This research aims to reject the large disturbance
torque as fast as possible with no need for using RCS.
The proposed method is e�cient for small spacecrafts
because using the RCS is not suitable for small ones. As
seen in the previous works (except [7]), disturbance re-
jection and thrust vector stabilization are not possible
during an orbital maneuver without the RCS. Of note,
in case the level of disturbance is high, the method used
in [7] was not applicable.

Since momentum exchange devices (such as RWs
and CMGs) do not consume fuel propellants, they

gained popularity in attitude control [20]. Attitude
control systems based on only these actuators can-
not reject the external disturbances. Consequently,
these actuators cannot be used alone in a thrusting
maneuver. A small torque can be produced through
the interaction between the spacecraft spin rate and
angular momentum of RWs by which the exogenous
disturbance torque can be rejected during the Solid
Rocket Motor (SRM) burning [7].

The objective of this paper is fast disturbance
rejection and thrust vector stabilization without using
the RCS considering a large disturbance torque. De-
spite the several advantages illustrated by the study [7]
such as simplicity, full disturbance rejection, and thrust
vector stabilization, the proposed method has some
limitations. Since each RW rotation axis is �xed to
the body, its angular momentum interacts with the
spinning rate of the spacecraft and the gyroscopic
torque deviates from the attitude. This is the reason
why its angular momentum must be zero before �ring
(before �ring, the TVC cannot operate) and RWs must
be activated during burning (TVC is on). On the
contrary, the burning time is short and the RW axial
torque is not large enough to quickly generate a large
angular momentum. This condition is not desirable
because the disturbance torque must be rejected very
fast. Small RWs in this method are not applicable
and large disturbance torques cannot be rejected. In
addition, the RW [7] is subject to another drawback,
that is, disturbance rejection is undesirably slow.

The current research proposes a new attitude
control system based on spin stabilization, a 1DoF
gimbaled-thruster, and two single-gimbal CMGs. CMG
plays an important role in attitude control of large
spacecrafts due to its powerful momentum storage
capacity and astonishing torque ampli�cation abil-
ity [21,22]. Two momentum wheels that are gimbaled
on the spacecraft body work as two CMGs. In this
method, two large angular momentums can be pro-
duced before �ring because they do not interact with
the spinning rate of the spacecraft. Therefore, there
is enough time to generate large angular momentum
through which a large control torque can be obtained
during �ring. In other words, the large disturbance
torque can be rejected using two small CMGs. Since
two CMGs are gimbaled on the spacecraft body, the
disturbance rejection can be completed very fast due
to the quick changes in angular momentum direction.
This method can be applied to small spacecrafts owing
to the application of small CMGs with a high-level
angular momentum. One of the objectives of this study
was to reject the disturbance. To this end, similar
to [23], a nonlinear disturbance observer was utilized to
estimate the disturbance level. Although the linearized
model was used for controller design, the linear con-
troller in all simulations was applied to the nonlinear
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system to con�rm the applicability of the proposed
method [24]. In other words, the closed-loop system
includes a linear controller and a nonlinear plant.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2
illustrates the spacecraft dynamic modeling. Section 3
introduces control logic including the TVC logic and
CMG steering logic. Section 4 lists the spacecraft
parameters. Section 5 designs the parameters of the
closed-loop control system. Section 6 presents numeri-
cal simulation results. Finally, Section 7 concludes this
study.

2. Dynamic modeling

2.1. Nonlinear dynamic modeling
Figure 1 shows the main parts of the spacecraft. There
is a spin rate !s about its longitudinal axis in this spin-
stabilized spacecraft.

The free-body diagram of the spacecraft equipped
with two CMGs is depicted in Figure 2. The nozzle
can rotate along the axis xs(xn) using a 1DoF gimbal
actuator at the pivot o. In this �gure, the point of the
thrust force, gimbal pivot, body, and nozzle are denoted
by subscripts T , o, s, and n, respectively; Gs and Gn
show the CM locations of the body and nozzle, respec-
tively; � s and !s represent the body exogenous torque
and angular velocity, respectively; Mo and Fo are the
internal torque and force in the pivot o; and �n and !n
are the nozzle torque and angular velocity, respectively.
In Figure 3, � denotes the thruster angle around the
axis xs. Note that prior to �ring, the rotation axis of
each wheel of the CMG is parallel to the zs axis.

In Figure 4, the direction of the two wheels is
shown where w1 and w2 represent the �rst and second

Figure 1. Spacecraft equipped with a gimbaled-nozzle
and two CMGs.

Figure 3. The rotation angle of the gimbal actuator at
the pivot o.

Figure 4. Two CMGs with gimbal angles x and y.

wheels, respectively. Figure 5 shows the structural
details of two CMGs. Before the thrusting maneuver,
two wheels have equal angular momentum hw, but in
opposite directions. Angles x (around xs) and y
(around ys) show the gimbal angles of w1 and w2,
respectively. Figures 6 and 7 depict the rotation of
two angular momentums around ys and xs, respec-
tively. These two angles are the control inputs of
the two CMGs used during the disturbance rejection.
Given that x = 0 and y = 0 before the thrusting
maneuver, the resultant angular momentum is zero
(hw � hw = 0), hence it does not a�ect the spacecraft
attitude. Therefore, the value of hw can reach its
maximum value. Before a thrusting maneuver, there
is enough time to generate a large hw using electrical
power. In other words, before thrusting maneuver,

Figure 2. Spacecraft body (a) and thruster (b) with two CMGs at Gs.
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Figure 5. The details of two CMGs' structures.

Figure 6. Rotation of the angular momentum of wheel 1
around the ys.

Figure 7. Rotation of the angular momentum of wheel 2
around the xs.

both hw and spacecraft spin rate (!s) can increase
simultaneously. During the thrusting maneuver, the
value of hw remains constant and two angles x and y
are controlled to reject the disturbance torques.

Figure 8 elaborates how two wheels can be used
as two RWs along the two axes xs and ys. When a
spacecraft is not at the thrusting maneuver phase, two
angles can be set to x = 90� and y = 90�, thus
achieving two RWs that can be used for attitude control
of the spacecraft during non-thrusting phases. This
can be regarded as another advantage of the proposed
method.

The angular momentums of two CMGs with

Figure 8. Application of two CMGs as two RWs.

respect to the inertial reference frame are as follows:

H1 = Is1!s + hs1;

H2 = Is2!s + hs2; (1)

where:

hs1 =hw
�
sin(y) 0 cos(y)

�T+
Jd
2

_y
�
0 1 0

�T ;
hs2 =hw

�
0 sin(x) � cos(x)

�T+
Jd
2

_x
�
1 0 0

�T ;
Is1 =

�
R1
s
�T I1

wR1
s; Is2 =

�
R2
s
�T I2

wR2
s;

I1
w = I2

w = Jd

240:5 0 0
0 0:5 0
0 0 1

35 ;
R1
s =

24cos(y) 0 � sin(y)
0 1 0

sin(y) 0 cos(y)

35 ;
R2
s =

241 0 0
0 cos(x) sin(x)
0 � sin(x) cos(x)

35 :
The angular momentum of each wheel is calculated
through hw = Jd!g, where Jd and !g are the axial
moment of inertia and spin of the wheel, respectively.

According to Euler momentum equation, the time
derivative of Eq. (1) results in the moments, as shown
in the following:

� s1 = Is1 _!s + !s � (Is1!s) + !s � hs1 + _hs1; (2)

� s2 = Is2 _!s + !s � (Is2!s) + !s � hs2 + _hs2; (3)

where:
_hs1 =hw _y

�
cos(y) 0 � sin(y)

�T
+
Jd
2

�y
�
0 1 0

�T ;
and:

_hs2 =hw _x
�
0 cos(x) sin(x)

�T
+
Jd
2

�x
�
1 0 0

�T :
Note that while � s1 and � s2 are applied to the CMGs, the
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reactions �� s1 and �� s2 are used in the spacecraft body.
The superscript s indicates that a vector is expressed
in the spacecraft body coordinate frame.

The Euler momentum equation for the body is:

� s�� s1�� s2��so�Fo�Mo=Is;0 _!s+!s�(Is;o!s);
(4)

where Is;0 is the spacecraft body moment of inertia.
Following the summation of Eqs. (2){(4), we have:

� s��CMG��so�Fo�Mo=Is _!s+!s�(Is!s); (5)

where:

�CMG = !s � (hs1 + hs2) + ( _hs1 + _hs2);

and:

Is = Is;0 + Is1 + Is2:

Euler momentum equation of the nozzle in its coordi-
nate frame is as follows:

�nn+�nno�Fno+Mn
o +�nnT�FnT =Inn _!nn+!nn�(Inn!

n
n):
(6)

The superscript n is used to describe a vector in the
nozzle coordinate frame (the superscript s is not shown
in equations). Here, Inn is the nozzle moment of inertia
in its coordinate frame.

For the summation of Eqs. (5) and (6), they must
be expressed in the same coordinate frame and the
rotation matrix between the body and nozzle frame is
de�ned as follows:

Rs
n(�) =

241 0 0
0 cos(�) � sin(�)
0 sin(�) cos(�)

35 : (7)

Based on the transformations in Eq. (8), Eq. (6) is
reformed into Eq. (9):

�n=Rs
n�

n
n; Mo=Rs

nMn
o ; In=Rs

nInnRsT
n ;

�no � Fo = Rs
n(�nno � Fno ); �no = Rs

n�
n
no;

Fo = Rs
nFno ; �nT � FT = Rs

n(�nnT � FnT );

�nT = Rs
n�

n
nT ; FT = Rs

nFnT : (8)

�n + �no � Fo + Mo + �nT � FT = In _!n + !n

� (In!n): (9)

The summation of Eqs. (9) and (5) gives:

�ns � �CMG + �ns � Fo + �nT � FT = Ins _!s

+In( _!r+!s�!r)+!s�(Is!s)+!n�(In!n);
(10)

where:

!n = !s + !r; _!n = _!s + _!r + !s � !r;
�ns = � s + �n; �ns = �no � �so;
�sn = ��ns; Ins = Is + In:

_!r and !r are the relative angular acceleration and
velocity of the nozzle with respect to the body, respec-
tively:

!r =
� _� 0 0

�T ; _!r =
��� 0 0

�T : (11)

In order to remove the unknown force Fo in Eq. (10),
Newton's law and kinematic equations for both body
and nozzle are obtained as follows:8<:FT + Fo = mnaGn

� Fo = msaGs8<:ao = aGn + _!n � �no + !n � (!n � �no)
ao = aGs + _!s � �so + !s � (!s � �so)

(12)

that give Fo as:

Fo =�FT (M=mn)+M ( _!s��sn�( _!r+!s�!r)
��no+!s�(!s��so)�!n�(!n��no)) ; (13)

where ms and mn are the masses of the body and
nozzle, respectively, and M = (mnms)=(mn + ms).
By substituting Eq. (13) into Eq. (10), the angular
acceleration of the spacecraft body is calculated as
follows:

_!s = [Ins;T ]�1 Ts; (14)

where:

Ts =�ns � �CMG + �T � FT � Ir( _!r + !s � !r)
+M�ns�(!s�(!s��so)�!n�(!n��no))
� !s � (Is!s)� !n � (In!n);

and:

Ts =
�
Tx Ty Tz

�T ; !s=
�
!sx !sy !sz

�T ;
Ins;T =Ins�M [�ns�]2; Ir=In�M [�ns�][�no�];

�T = �nT + �sn(M=mn):

Note that in Eq. (14), the control inputs are de�ned by
�CMG (for disturbance rejection) and �� (for gimbaled-
TVC).
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2.2. Spacecraft kinematics
According to [25], the Euler angles ', �, and  are used
to describe the body orientation with respect to the
inertial coordinate frame XIYIZI . Their derivatives
are:�

_' _� _ 
�T = JEu! ('; �;  )!s; (15)

where:

JEu! =

241 sin(') tan(�) cos(') tan(�)
0 cos(') � sin(')
0 sin(')= cos(�) cos(')= cos(�)

35 :
The desired velocity change and burning time that
determine an orbital maneuver are �vd and Tb, respec-
tively. The actual velocity change in the ZI direction
is:

�vz =
TbZ
0

amax cos(�FT (t))dt; (16)

where:

�FT (t) = cos�1(cos(�(t)) cos('(t) + �(t)));

is the thrust vector deviation from the ZI direction,

and the maximum acceleration amax and thrust FT are
calculated by:

amax = �vd=Tb; FT = amax(ms +mn): (17)

2.3. Disturbance model
The most important inputs that cause deviation in the
spacecraft attitude are lateral disturbance torques (�dx
and �dy), as shown in Figure 9, which are generated by
thrust vector misalignment.

In Figure 9, pd(xs; ys) is the point of passing the
thrust force for zero gimbal angle (� = 0), and xs and
ys are the CM o�set or thrust vector misalignment.

In the previous works such as [15,26], disturbances
were supposed to be constant (due to the constant CM
o�set). The disturbance model is established based on
the spacecraft dynamics (Eq. (14)), as shown below:

�dx � (ysFTM)=mn;

�dy � �(xsFTM)=mn: (18)

In Figure 10, pg(xs; ys��zs) is the point of passing the
thrust force for � 6= 0 and �g = �FT zs� is the control
torque generated by gimbal deection.

Figure 9. Thrust vector FT , thrust vector misalignment pd, and disturbance torques for zero gimbal angle.

Figure 10. Active control torque �g caused by gimbal angle �.
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Note that the other orbital disturbance sources
such as atmospheric drag, solar pressure, and geo-
magnetism are so smaller than the disturbance in an
impulsive orbital maneuver; therefore, they can be
easily neglected.

2.4. State-space model
To simplify the model, similar to [7], some assumptions
that are used in this paper are as follows:

sin(�) � �; sin(') � '; sin(�) � �; (19)

FnT =
�
0 0 FT

�T ; �nno =
�
0 0 zn

�T ;
�nnT = 03�1; �so=

�
xs ys �zs�T ;

Inn = diag(In2; In2; In1); Is=diag(Is2; Is2; Is1);

!s(0) =
�
0 0 !s

�T : (20)

In Eq. (19), both sin(�) � � and sin(') � ' indicate
that the body attitude deviation becomes small as
a result of the closed-loop system performance. In
addition, sin(�) � � shows that during the orbital
maneuver, a small gimbal angle is enough for attitude
stabilization. The assumptions in Eq. (19) are veri�ed
in Section 5.

In Eq. (20), the assumption FnT =
�
0 0 FT

�T
shows that the deviation of the thrust force is zero in
the nozzle coordinate frame. Further, the assumption
�nno =

�
0 0 zn

�T con�rms that the CM of the
nozzle is on its line of symmetry. According to the
assumption �nnT = 03�1, the point of applying the
thrust force is coincident with the CM of the nozzle.
In Inn = diag(In2; In2; In1) and Is = diag(Is2; Is2; Is1),
the moments of inertia of both body and nozzle are
diagonal. Moreover, !s(0) =

�
0 0 !s

�T represents
the initial condition of the spacecraft body where the
two lateral angular velocities are zero and the angular
velocity about the longitudinal axis is the spin rate !s.

The state vector that should be regulated is X =�
' � !sx !sy � _�

�T . Of note, ' = � = 0 is
indicative of the spin-axis stabilization. The linear
state-space model can be obtained by substituting the
assumptions of Eqs. (19) and (20), as shown in the
following:

_X(t) = AX(t) + Bu(t) + �(t) + D(t); (21)

where:

A =

26666664
0 !s 1 0 0 0
�!s 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 �� �I� 0
0 0 � 0 0 InM!s
0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0

37777775 ;

B =

26666664
0
0
�Ir

0
0
1

37777775 ; D(t) =

26666664
0
0
�dx
�dy
0
0

37777775
�

1
I2

�
;

�(t) =

26666664
0
0

hw!s sin(x)
�hw!s sin(y)

0
0

37777775
�

1
I2

�
:

The control input is �� = u, D(t) includes the distur-
bances �dx and �dy, and �(t) includes the two CMGs
gyroscopic torques (hw!s sin(x) and �hw!s sin(y)).
The other parameters are:

I1 =In1+Is1; I2 =In2+Is2+M(zn+zs)2;

(I1�I2)!s=I2�; In2+M(zn+zs)zn=IrI2;

In1�In2�M(zn+zs)zn=InzI2;

(FTMzs)=mn+InzI2!2
s=I�I2;

Inm=Inz�Ir,(In1�2In2�2M(zn+zs)zn)=InmI2:

Note that the torques resulting from the CMG gimbal
angular velocity ( _x; _y) and acceleration (�x; �y) are
neglected in the linearized model compared to the
CMGs high-level gyroscopic torques.

3. Control logic

In order to reject the disturbance torques and stabilize
the attitude (thrust vector), the control logic is �rst
proposed for gimbal steering of CMG and then, the
stability of the closed-loop system is proved using a full-
state feedback controller. For disturbance rejection,
the two control inputs are �x and �y as the CMGs
gimbal angular accelerations. The disturbance torques
are supposed to be estimated by a disturbance estima-
tor [27,28].

In order to steer each CMG gimbal, a feed-forward
controller is considered as follows:

�x = �kd _x � kp(x � x;d);
�y = �kd _y � kp(y � y;d); (22)

where kd and kp are the positive controller gains and:

x;d = � sin�1
�

�dx
hw!s

�
;

y;d = sin�1
�

�dy
hw!s

�
: (23)
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If we consider the error e(t) = x � x;d, the error
dynamics:

�e(t) + kd _e(t) + kpe(t) = 0; (24)

is achieved, which is stable. In addition, kd and kp can
be obtained using the two parameters � and !n as:

kd = 2�!n; kp = !2
n; (25)

where � and !n are two design parameters to be
designed in Section 5.

The following equation is obtained based on
Eq. (23):

�(t) + D(t) =
�
hw!s
I2

�26666664
0
0

sin(x)� sin(x;d)� sin(y) + sin(y;d)
0
0

37777775
=
hw!s
I2

S(t): (26)

Here, according to control law (Eq. (22)) and error
dynamics (Eq. (24)) vector S(t) is bounded by kS(t)k �p

2 and upon increasing the time, we have S(t) ! 0.
Then, the state-space model (Eq. (21)) is reformed into
the following:

_X(t) = AX(t) + Bu(t) +
hw!s
I2

S(t): (27)

The following full-state feedback controller is consid-
ered in activating the 1DoF gimbaled-TVC:

u(t) = �KX(t): (28)

Note that matrix ~A = A�BK can be a stable matrix
by selecting a proper gain K. Followed by applying
Control Input (28) to System (27), the closed-loop
system is obtained as:

_X(t) = ~AX(t) +
hw!s
I2

S(t): (29)

For an arbitrary positive symmetric matrix Q > 0, we
can �nd a unique positive symmetric matrix P such
that the Lyapunov equation in Eq. (30) is satis�ed:

~ATP + P ~A = �Q: (30)

Consider the following Lyapunov function:

V (t) = XT (t)PX(t):

The time derivative of V (t) will be:

_V =XT (t)
h

~ATP + P ~A
i
X(t) + 2XT (t)P

hw!s
I2

S(t)

=�XT (t)QX(t) + 2
hw!s
I2

XT (t)PS(t); (31)

we have:

XT (t)QX(t) � �min(Q)kX(t)k2 ) �XT (t)QX(t)

� ��min(Q)kX(t)k2;��XT (t)PS(t)
�� � �max(P)kX(t)kkS(t)k; (32)

where �max and �min denote the maximum and mini-
mum eigenvalues of a matrix, respectively.

Through Eq. (32), Eq. (31) is reformed into the
following:

_V �� kX(t)kk
�
�min(Q)kX(t)k

� 2
hw!s
I2

�max(P)kS(t)k
�
: (33)

As mentioned earlier, while increasing time, we have
S(t)! 0 and �min(Q) > 0; thus, we have:

_V < 0) X(t)! 0 as t!1;
pointing to the stability of the closed-loop system.

4. Spacecraft parameters

In this section, the spacecraft and orbital mission
parameters are determined. Orbiting Frog Otolith
(OFO) spacecraft, which was launched in 1970, was
132 kg in weight mass and 1:7 � 0:8 m in dimensions.
Spacecraft body and nozzle length were selected as
1.5 m (zs = 0:75 m) and 0.4 m (zn = 0:2 m),
respectively, and the spacecraft body width was 1 m.

The velocity changes for the orbital maneuver of
the space shuttle, Mercury, Gemini, Soyuz were 90 m/s,
168 m/s, 98 m/s, and 115 m/s, respectively. For an
atmospheric reentry from the altitude of 400 km, the
velocity change of 100 m/s was enough [29]. In this
research, �vd = 100 m/s was selected for an impulsive
orbital maneuver.

For an orbit with an altitude higher than 250 km,
the orbit period TOrb was more than 90 min. In this
paper, the burning time was measured as Tb = 50 s,
thus satisfying the condition Tb=TOrb << 0:01 for an
impulsive orbital maneuver.

The following calculations give the solid fuel mass
for the SRM:
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_mf =
FT
gIsp

;

FT = (mn +ms)
�Vd
Tb
�ms

�Vd
Tb
) _mf �ms�Vd

gIspTb
;

mf � _mfTb =
ms�Vd
gIsp

=
150� 100
10� 260

= 5:8 kg;

where _mf is the fuel consumption rate, FT the thrust
force, Isp = 260 s the fuel-speci�c impulse, and mf =
5:8 kg the fuel mass. Finally, the mass of nozzle
including mf is mn = 8 kg.

The moment of inertia depends on the mass
distribution. The transverse moment of inertia for the
spacecraft body was estimated as Ixx;s = Iyy;s = Is2 �
10 kgm2, and the moment of inertia about the zs axis
(Is1) was supposed to be as a design variable (for Is1 >
1 and Is1 < 1, the body contains a disc and a cylindrical
shape, respectively). The moment of inertia of the
nozzle was estimated as Ixx;n = Iyy;n = In2 = 1 kgm2

and Izz;n = In1 = 0:5 kgm2.
The wheel speed of the CMG could reach

40000 rpm [30]; however, the smaller value was con-
sidered here, i.e., !g = 750 rad/s (7161 rpm).

The parameters of the spacecraft and controller
used in the controller design and simulations are listed
in Table 1. The maximum acceleration and thrust
force were calculated as amax = 2 m/s2 and FT =
(mn + ms)amax = 316 N, respectively. The value of
Jd was calculated from each CMG mass mg = 2 kg
and radius r = 0:1 m through the following formula:

Jd = mgr2=2:

Given that this study considered a small spacecraft,
a 1DoF gimbaled-TVC was used instead of a 2DoF

one. Through this selection, an e�ective control input
is inactivated and consequently, the control problem
becomes more complicated.

5. Control system design

In addition to the control gain K, the other two impor-
tant parameters associated with the closed-loop control
system are !s and Is1. This section primarily aims to
design the closed-loop system parameters !s, Is1, and
K. Given the signi�cance of the disturbance rejection
as an important task of the closed-loop system, high-
level disturbances of �dx = 25 Nm and �dy = 25 Nm
were taken into account which were equivalent to the
CM o�set of ys = 8:3 cm and xs = �8:3 cm (from
Eq. (18)). In [7], a closed-loop system was designed for
maximum 4 Nm disturbance, which is smaller than the
disturbance considered in this paper. In fact, there are
in�nity parameters to stabilize the closed-loop system.
Table 2 lists the eight obtained control systems through
the trial-and-error method. Note that the maximum
disturbance, which can be rejected by each CMG, is
calculated through �d;max = hw!s = Jd!g!s. The
other required parameters are listed in Table 1. All
�d;max's are bigger than the disturbance torque level
applied to the spacecraft.

In Eq. (25), � and !n are the two parameters
related to the steering logic of the CMG that should
be designed. In this regard, the relation between ts as
the settling time of CMG gimbal and � and !n can be
written as follows:

!n � 4
�ts

: (34)

The smaller the ts, the faster the disturbance rejec-
tion. In the case of choosing smaller ts value, the

Table 1. Spacecraft and orbital mission parameters.

Tb �vd !g Jd Is2 In2 In1 ms mn Zn Zs
50 100 750 0.01 10 1 0.5 150 8 0.2 0.75

Table 2. Eight control systems parameters.

Control system !s Is1 �d;max K

1 4 12 30 [�15:86 �67:77 �51:23 10:26 166:65 12:18]

2 3.5 23.99 26.25 [18:92 �23:42 �9:35 �1:96 59:08 10:37]

3 4 24.5 30 [26:55 �70:00 �21:97 2:53 101:50 11:69]

4 4.5 24.191 33.75 [22:34 �125:54 �45:51 2:34 143:68 11:36]

5 4.8 25.542 36 [81:38 �126:48 �25:19 7:64 137:67 12:84]

6 5.5 19.335 110 [102:02 �20:45 �13:99 �24:94 72:59 13:27]

7 6 18.944 45 [143:45 �24:75 �17:40 �35:11 75:11 13:97]

8 5.5 25.946 110 [188:83 �249:40 �43:40 20:83 231:19 14:71]
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gimbal angle of the CMG converges to its desired
values (x;d; y;d) faster. Moreover, ts a�ects the
maximum overshoot of spacecraft state variables X.
To evaluate the performance and advantages of the
eight controllers in the range of 0:5s � ts � 25s,
three main outputs were obtained: maximum gimbal
angle (�m), maximum thrust vector deviation (�FT ),
and velocity change (�vz). In addition, the e�ect of
disturbance rejection speed on the system performance
was evaluated.

In the following, the eight controllers in Table 2
are used to determine the values of �m, �FT;max, and
�vz in the range of 0:5s � ts � 25s. For the
gimbal controller of the CMG, the value of � = 0:8
is considered as a constant.

Given that �FT (t) = cos�1(cos(�(t)) cos('(t) +
�(t))), the value of �FT;max approximately shows the
maximum overshoot of �(t) and '(t). Therefore, the
validity of the assumptions in Eq. (19) can be checked
using the following results.

Figures 11{14 show the values of �m versus ts for
some control systems. Figures 15{18 present the values
of �FT;max and �vz versus ts.

Following a comparative analysis, a good con-

Figure 11. Maximum gimbal angle versus the CMG
settling time for the control system (1).

Figure 12. Maximum gimbal angle versus the CMG
settling time for the control system (3).

Figure 13. Maximum gimbal angle versus the CMG
settling time for the control system (4).

troller is found as the one that satis�es the assumptions
in Eq. (19) and results in a bigger �vz. Although
some controllers cannot satisfy the assumptions in
Eq. (19), they can stabilize the spacecraft attitude

Figure 14. Maximum gimbal angle versus the CMG
settling time for the control system (5).

Figure 15. Maximum thrust vector deviation (�FT) and
velocity change (�vz) versus the CMG settling time for
the control system (1).

Figure 16. Maximum thrust vector deviation (�FT) and
velocity change (�vz) versus the CMG settling time for
the control system (3).
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Figure 17. Maximum thrust vector deviation (�FT) and
velocity change (�vz) versus the CMG settling time for
the control system (4).

Figure 18. Maximum thrust vector deviation (�FT) and
velocity change (�vz) versus the CMG settling time for
the control system (5).

during the numerical simulation. The assumptions in
Eq. (19) are used for linearization of the nonlinear
model; the violation of these assumption does not mean
the instability of the closed-loop system (the closed-
loop system includes the linear controller and nonlinear
plant). It is better for a controller to satisfy the
assumptions in Eq. (19).

The important �ndings of this numerical analysis
are listed below:

1. In the control systems 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, and 7, upon
increasing the ts from 0.5 s to 5 s, the value of
�m will increase; however, for 5s � ts � 25s, �m
remains approximately constant. Increasing ts in
control systems 5 and 8 always results in an increase
in �m;

2. Increasing ts in all control systems always results in

a decrease in �vz. A straight-line equation can de-
scribe the relation between �vz and ts. Therefore,
it can be concluded that the faster the disturbance
rejection, the higher the �vz value and the more
accurate the orbital maneuver (�vd = 100 m/s).
Although smaller ts values yield better �vz, the
assumptions in Eq. (19) should still be satis�ed;
therefore, �m and �FT;max should be investigated
for each controller;

3. The maximum �vz values in these eight controllers
are 5(99.96 m/s), 8(99.95 m/s), 4(99.90 m/s),
3(99.85 m/s), 1(99.73 m/s), 2(99.70 m/s), 6(99.63
m/s), and 7(99.63 m/s). For each control system,
the maximum �vz is achieved for the smallest
ts = 0:5 s;

4. In all of these controllers, the smallest ts = 0:5 s
results in the smallest �m and �FT;max. However,
the control system 4 is the best among the others in
satisfying the assumptions in Eq. (19). In addition,
it generates a reasonable �vz (99.90 m/s), which is
more accurate than controllers 1, 2, 3, 6, and 7;

5. Although the control system 5 has the best �vz
(99.96 m/s), it does not function better than con-
troller 4 in satisfying the assumptions in Eq. (19);

6. Obviously, upon decreasing the CM o�set (smaller
disturbance), better �vz is achieved;

7. In addition to gain K, the two parameters !s and
Is1 play an important role in the functionality of
the closed-loop system by which a designer is able
to design an e�cient and accurate control system;

8. Fast disturbance rejection (smaller ts) is suitable
for both obtaining an accurate �vz and satisfying
the assumptions in Eq. (19).

Note that there are in�nity control systems, among the
eight of which the control system 4 was selected as the
best controller. It is likely that someone can �nd a
better control system in the future.

6. Simulation results

The main objectives of the simulation are to show the
e�ectiveness of the CMGs in rejecting the large dis-
turbance torques and stabilizing the spin-axis (thrust
vector). Simulations were done based on the data
presented in Table 1, controller 4 in Table 2, and
ts = 0:5 s. Although the linearized model was
used for controller design, the linear controller was
applied to the nonlinear system in the all simulations to
demonstrate the applicability of the proposed method.

The spacecraft body attitude (', �) and thrust
vector deviation (�FT ) are shown in Figure 19 where
�FT is fully regulated with the maximum deviation of
�FT;m = 15:3�. The maximum overshots for the body
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Figure 19. Attitude (', �) and thrust vector deviation (�FT).

Figure 20. Nozzle gimbal angle and its rate (�, _�) and the gimbal angle of the two CMGs.

attitude are 'm = 19� and �m = 9:2� that satisfy the
two assumptions in Eq. (19). First, the disturbance
torques cause a large attitude deviation and then, with
an increase in time, the disturbance torques are fully
rejected by the gyroscopic torques of the two CMGs.

In addition, !sx and !sy as the spacecraft body
angular velocities are completely eliminated with the
overshoots !sx;m = 49:7 and !sx;m = 93 (deg/s). In
comparison with �vd = 100 m/s, an accurate velocity
change �vz is calculated as 99.90 m/s.

The control input u = ��, gimbal angle � and
its rate _� are given in Figure 20. The maximum
deection of the gimbal angle is 12.26 deg, which
satis�es the third assumption in Eq. (19). As shown in
Figure 20, the gimbal angles (x, y) of the CMG are
activated very fast to reject the disturbances quickly.
The interaction between the spacecraft spin rate !s and
CMGs angular momentum hw is proved to be useful for
rejecting the disturbance torques.

The important limitations of the proposed control
method are listed below:

1. Using a CMG instead of an RW may increases the
complexity of the control system;

2. When the spacecraft has exible links, using spin
stabilization is not suitable for attitude control.

The innovations of this paper are summarized as
follows:

1. This method is suitable for impulsive orbital ma-
neuvers with short burning time and high-level
disturbance;

2. In this method, the thrust vector stabilization is
very fast through which a large velocity change can
be obtained;

3. The disturbance level, which is rejected by this
method, is larger than that of previous works;

4. The disturbance rejection is done without using the
RCSs that use liquid fuel;

5. In comparison to RW, a CMG with a smaller weight
can store much more angular momentum;

6. In addition to the above-mentioned advantages, the
proposed method also enjoys the advantages of the
research [7].

7. Conclusion

The present study proposed a method to develop an
e�cient and implementable control system for small
spacecrafts without using Reaction Control System
(RCS). For simplicity, this method was designed in a
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way that could operate with a one Degree of Freedom
(1DoF) gimbaled-TVC (instead of 2DoF) and two small
Control Moment Gyroses (CMGs).

In an impulsive orbital maneuver, a large dis-
turbance torque was generated and the burning time
was too short. In this regard, the main objective of
this study was to reject the large disturbance torque
very quickly. Since a large angular momentum was
generated in each wheel of the CMG, a large control
torque was produced to reject large disturbances. Since
each CMG was gimbaled to the spacecraft body, its
angular momentum direction was changed easily and
very fast, thus making the control torque reject the
disturbance quickly.

Numerical simulations revealed that all state vari-
ables (including thrust vector deviation) converged to
zero despite the presence of disturbance torques. The
results demonstrated that the faster the disturbance
rejection, the better the velocity change. The closed-
loop control system was designed for the maximum
disturbance level. Obviously, smaller disturbances
resulted in better velocity change. In addition to the
disturbance e�ect, it could eliminate the initial attitude
deviation easily.

Since there was enough time for speeding up the
CMG wheel before the thrusting maneuver, a large
angular momentum was stored in each CMG while the
axial torque of each CMG was very small. In this
respect, only electrical power was required to store a
large angular momentum.

In case a spacecraft needs two Reaction Wheels
(RWs), two RWs can be easily obtained by setting
the two CMGs gimbal angles to 90�. Therefore, these
wheels can be used for attitude control at non-thrusting
phases such as pointing the spacecraft antenna toward
the earth.

For future research, the author aims to extend the
proposed method for thrusting maneuvers of a exible
spacecraft.

Nomenclature

mn Nozzle mass (kg)
K Linear controller gain
FT Thrust force (N)
Gn Nozzle CM location
Gs Body CM location
�vd Desired velocity change (m/s)
xsyszs Body-�xed coordinate frame
�v Velocity change increment (m/s)
Fo Interaction force at the pivot o (N)
hw The CMG angular momentum (Nms)
Jd The gimbal wheel axial moment of

inertia (kgm2)

�vz Velocity change in ZI direction (m/s)
TOrb The orbit period (s)
Isp The fuel speci�c impulse (s)
ms Body mass (kg)
u Control input (rad/s2)
In2 Nozzle moment of inertia (kgm2)
Is2 Body moment of inertia (kgm2)
Tb Burning time (s)
XIYIZI Inertial coordinate system
xnynzn Nozzle-�xed coordinate frame
Mo Interaction torque at the pivot o (Nm)
ts Settling time of CMG's gimbal (s)
zn The distance of the pivot o from the

CMs of the nozzle (m)
zs The distance of the pivot o from the

CMs of the body (m)
xs; ys The CM o�set or thrust vector

misalignment (m)
_mf The fuel consumption rate (kg/s)
mf The fuel mass (kg)

Greek symbols

� Gimbal rotation angle (rad)
� Body attitude angle (rad)
� s Body external torque (Nm)
�n Nozzle external torque (Nm)
� d Exogenous disturbance (Nm)
!n Nozzle angular velocity (rad/s)
x The gimbal angle around xs (rad)
!g The gimbal wheel spin rate (rad/s)
!s Spacecraft spin rate (rad/s)
�FT Thrust vector deviation from the ZI

(rad)
_!r Angular acceleration of the nozzle with

respect to the body (rad/s2)
!r Angular velocity of the nozzle with

respect to the body (rad/s)
_!s Spacecraft body angular acceleration

(rad/s2)
!s Body angular velocity (rad/s)
y The gimbal angle around ys (rad)
'; �;  Euler angles of the body with respect

to the inertial coordinate (rad)
�d;max the maximum disturbance can be

rejected by each CMG (Nm)

Subscripts
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s The body
n The nozzle
o Gimbal pivot
T The point of acting the thrust force
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